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It's Friday!
It’s the weekend! This past Thursday two artists came together in the Historic
West End to encourage dialogue about gentrification. In this newsletter you will
get a chance to learn what happened at the event and learn more about the
non-profit organization that will receive funds from the ticket sale. Also, the
Holidays are right around the corner, so is the Historic West End Holiday party
and you are invited to RSVP! Plus, if you are looking for upcoming community
events in the Historic West End, we have you covered!

West Side Stories
OPEN HOUSE Art Show Recap
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Changes are happening in the Historic West End. Conversations about that
change can be complicated and have many nuanced layers to navigate. Social
Justice Creative Janelle Dunlap and Culinary Artist Chef Greg Collier came
together yesterday to help people fall into conversations about gentrification
through the art they shared.
Three rooms of the Wadsworth Estate (400 S. Summit Ave.) became
conversation starters. As attendees entered the estate, they became a part of
the performance. Groups of attendees came in waves at 4pm and 6pm. These
groups moved through the space and broke into natural dialogues about
housing in the Charlotte marketplace, much like traditional open house
attendees would. However, at this open house the artwork and food delights
channeled conversations down the path of gentrification.
Attendees started in the foyer and were greeted with glazed rolls as they
navigated to the first art room. Pieces on the wall and the fireplace mantel
spoke to the changing home structures and how that related to the changing
income brackets attached to them. As they looked at visual art pieces, music
filled the air and flavors filled their palettes. Hands were filled with smoked
cheddar pimento crackers, flaming hot collard green chips, and a specially
blended cocktail punch.
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Main Room pieces at OPEN HOUSE created by artist Janelle Dunlap.

Attendees were then navigated to a dark room where illuminated art pieces
took centerstage along with the dessert--a Pepsi pound cake with caramel
glaze. In this room, Dunlap presented the visual backstory of Bank of America
Stadium development resulting in the tearing down of Good Samaritan
Hospital. This was Charlotte’s first African-American hospital. It was built in the
1800s and is tied to the artist’s personal history. The conversations of the
attendees shifted from present-day gentrification to the history of gentrification
in Charlotte.
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An attendee takes a look at the illuminated artwork.

After the dark room and dessert, attendees then made their way to the dining
room area to engage in conversations about cultural gentrification. Two pieces
by Dunlap spoke directly to the cultural dynamics of gentrification. She visually
compared gentrification to the history of colonialism. Chef Greg Collier brought
the cultural gentrification conversation to the present through one-on-one and
small group dialogues about the gentrification of African-American food culture.
As Chef Collier served his unique take on shrimp & grits and the stereotypical
dish of chicken & watermelon, he explained the meaning behind his dishes. He
also broke down the motivation behind the movement Soul Food Sessions, a
collective of black chefs in Charlotte hosting culinary events around town.
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Throughout the experience, the focus was to help create meaningful
conversations between attendees around the topic of gentrification. OPEN
HOUSE used the tools of visual art and culinary art to stage a very necessary
performance art piece that helped to craft meaningful dialogue about
gentrification and how it is impacting Charlotte neighborhoods.

OPEN HOUSE Art Show Donates Ticket Sales
The OPEN HOUSE Art show helped attendees translate their conversations
into action. Purchasing a ticket to the OPEN HOUSE Art Show was a donation
to the non-profit West Side Community Land Trust. Ticket sales raised $540 for
a 501(c)3 organization working to bring permanently affordable housing to the
west side. For more insight into the work of the West Side Community Land
Trust, take a listen to their recent appearance on WFAE’s Charlotte Talks.
Listen Now

The diagram below provides insight on how a community land trust works.
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You're Invited!
Thursday, Dec. 14 | A Historic West End Holiday
The Holiday Season is right around the corner. Historic West End Initiative is
hosting its annual community holiday party. You and the entire family are invited
to enjoy free food, drinks, and entertainment as we celebrate the neighborhood
and 2017 accomplishments. RSVP today!
RSVP On Eventbrite
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Looking for more
West Side events?
Head to the Historic West End
Initiative website and click the
"Events" tab to see a list of West
Side community happenings!
West End Events Listing >>
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Issues a West Side
Event coming up?
Click the link below and submit your
event for possible posting on
WestEndCLT.com community
calendar. Submit An Event>>

Funding Opportunities
Culture Blocks Creative Activator Fellowship
The Creative Activator Fellowship provides funding for creative individuals,
culture bearers and keepers, and artisans living within the Culture Blocks
program geography to execute art, science, history, and/or heritage activities in
the area where they live.
Fellowship awards of $5,000 will be made to Individuals to support the design
and facilitation of community-based and community-engaged creative activities
that occur in spaces close to where the intended audience and fellow live.
Fellowship activities may range in size and duration from a multi-month series
of small-scale events to single day large-scale events.

Apply
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